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THE ADVENT op Islnrur is usually prefaced by an account of Arabia
and the life of the Messenger of God. We will make reference to
both of these in this summary.
The Arabian peninsula is a dry land-devoid of water and plant
life. Most of the terrain consists of sand dunes moved about by the
scorching winds and burning plains where the air is so hot that it
shimmers. Very little rain falls in Arabia, and only animals that do
not require a constant supply of water, such as snakes, lizards, and
camels, are able to survive there. Its magnificent cloudless night
skies are full of stars that stir the imagination. Because of the climate,
most of its people live a nomadic life. Both cities and city dwellers
are few in this land.
According to the Jewish Bible, the scarcity of water in this land is
believed to be associated with Ishmael, the son of Abraham, who
dwelt in Arabia, and the multiplication of his descendants among
the Arabs. It has been said, "According to a story in the Torah, the
prophet Abraham settled his son Ishmael near the well of Zamzam."4'
This linkage is based upon this portion of the Bible:
Wherefore fSarah] said unto Abraham: 'Cast out this bondwoman
and her son; for the son of this bondwoman shall not be heir
with my son, even with Isaac.' And the thing was very grievous in
Abraham's sight on account of his son. And Cod said unto Abraham: 'Let it not be grievous in thy sight because of the lad, and
because of thy bondwoman; in all that Sarah saith unto thee,
hearken unto her voice; for in Isaac shall seed be called to thee.

And also of the son of the bondwoman will

I make a nation,

because he is thy seed.' And Abraham arose up early in the morning,

and took bread and a bottle of water, and gave it unto Hagar,
putting it on her shoulder, and the child, and sent her away; and
she departed, and strayed in the wilderness of Beer-sheba. And
the water in the bottle was spent, and she cast the child under
aelqbal, Tarikh-e lran, p.14.
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one of the shrubs. And she went, and sat her down over against
him a good way off, as it were a bowshot; for she said: 'Let me
not look upon the death of the child.' And she sat over against
him, and lifted up her voice, and wept. And God heard the voice
of the lad; and the angel of God called to Hagar out of heaven,
and said unto her: 'What aileth thee, Hagar? fear not; for God
hath heard the voice of the lad where he is. Arise, lift up the lad,
and hold him fast by thy hand; for I will make him a great nation.'
And God opened her eyes, and she saw a well of water; and she
went, and filled the bottle with water, and gave the lad drink.
(Genesis zr:ro-r9)

The Arabs were an idolatrous people. Even after coming in contact
with the star-worshippers of ancient Chaldea and Babylon, Zoroastrianism, and the Jewish and Christian religions, they continued in
their idolatry. Before the advent of Islam, the Kaaba was the greatest
idol-temple in Arabia.
The most-inhabited parts of the Arabian peninsula are Oman,
Yemen, the Hejaz, and the west coast. Before Islam, a great many
Jews lived in Yemen and Yathrib (Medina), which is situated in the
Hejaz.so It is written that there were more than twenty Jewish tribes
living in Medina when the Messenger of Islam began his mission.
These were emigrants who migrated to the area in the aftermath of
great disasters suffered by the Jewish nation such as the destruction
of the first and second Temples. There may be some doubt as to
whether the Jews founded Medina, but there can be no doubt that
they were a key element in making it a prosperous town. They were
experienced farmers and guided the Arabs in most matters. The
Jews came to be known by the Arabs as the "People of the Book."
In 5zo c.8., that is, eighty-one years before the mission of the Messenger of Islam, the people of Yemen, following their leader Dhu
Nuwas, converted to Judaism. But later, as a result of attacks upon
Yemen by Ethiopia, they disappeared.
5uTN:

Yathrib was renamed "al-Madinah" (The City) by the prophet
after his hijra (exodus).
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In the forty-first year of the reign of Anushirwan the Just ,57:- c'E',
a boy was born in the city of Mecca to whom was given the name
"Muhammad." He was not yet two months old when his father,
'Abdallah ibn 'Abd al-Mutallib, died. When he was six years old, he
lost his mother, too. His grandfather became his guardian, but after
two years, he too passed away. From the age of eight he was raised
by his uncle, Abu al-Talib. A reputable merchant of the tribe of
for some of
Quraysh, Abu al-Talib gave Muhammad responsibility
his afhirs. This young man s righteousness and reliability earned
him the sobriquet "Muhammad the Trustworthy." In his youth,
Muhammad married Khadijah, a wealthy woman who was his senior.
It was in the twentieth year of the reign of Khusrow Parviz that
Muhammad the Trustworthy embarked upon his mission as Messenger of Islam. Khadijah was the first person to accept the new
religion. The Messenger called upon the great tribe of Quraysh to
.-bru.. Islam, but after three years, only eight had become Muslims'
'Ali ibn Abi Talib, the Messenger's cousin, who was at that time a
young boy, Abu Bakr, and 'Umar were among them. The Messenger
of God made many enemies in Mecca and encountered numerous
difficulties. The infidels did not believe his words, but his followers
gradually grew in number. He faced such great pressures in Mecca
that he emigrated to Medina. This journey, known as the hiira or
"flight," became the starting point of the Islamic calendar.5' From
that point forward religious conflict took the form of warfare.
All told, the Messenger of Islam and his followers engaged in
twenty-seven battles against those who did not accept his message.
According to a contemporary Muslim historian:
Other than the tribe of Quraysh, there was another people in
Arabia who opposed the Messenger of Islam and his followers:
the Jews-who were especially numerous at Medina and who
were usually in conflict with the Aws and Khazraj tribes for control

of the city. Until the second year of the hiira, the Messenger of
Islam lived in harmony with the Jews, but when this people turned
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against the Messenger because of religious bigotry and contradictions between the new Islamic law and their law, the Messenger
also became enraged against them. He therefore commanded that
the Muslims should change the direction of their prayers from
Jerusalern which was the focus of Jewish prayer, to Mecca' (Iqbal,
Tarikh-e lran, p 36)

The Messenger of Islam also clashed with the Christians. For example,
he sent several thousand Muslims on a jihad against Syria, which
was part of the Byzantine Empire and administered by Arab Christians. But the Byzantines and the Christian Arabs defeated the Muslims. In this battle, Ja'far ibn Abi Talib and several other Islamic
leaders were killed. After being defeated by the Christians, the Islamic
army retreated. Sometime thereafter, in the same vicinity, the Muslims were again defeated in battle. Although years later, Islam completely obliterated Byzantium, at this stage Christianity was growing
daily stronger and repressive acts against Jews by Christian fanatics

began. We may say that this marked the onset of the long dark
centuries of the Middte Ages and the currency of the poisonous
rumor of Jesus' death at the hands of the Jews.
When the Messenger of Islam went to Medina and encountered
the Jewish people, this rumor soon had an impact upon the city's
affairs. all the more so because Muhammad had fled Mecca on
account of persecution by the unbelievers of the Quraysh tribe. The
Jews' enemies at Medina constantly murmured about their purported
conspiracies, and as a result, the three great Jewish tribes of Medina
were brought down one by one.
The Banu Qaynuqa tribe-who were goldsmiths and armorers,
unlike the other Jews, who made their livelihoods in agriculture
and animal husbandry-were the first target. They worked in the
center of town, and their clients were mostly members of the Khazraj
tribe, who did not accept Muhammad's message. They were besieged
and surrendered. They were given the choice of either converting
to Islam or quitting the city unarmed within three days, leaving all
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their property behind. Some converted to Islam, while others made
their way toward the Persian Gulf.
The following year, in August 625c.E., the Islamic army was in
poor spirits after suffering a defeat at the hands of the Meccans.
The Messenger of God, needing funds to support the war, met with
leaders of the Banu Nadhir tribe and sought their support. They
invited him to eat with them. The Messenger of Islam, fearing that
they were conspiring against his life, fled. The members of this
tribe, who made a livelihood in the palm date trade, met with the
same fate as the Banu Qaynuqa. Some of them converted to Islam,
whilst others left Medina, forbidden to take anything with them.
What God has bestowed on His Apostle (and taken away) from
them-for this ye made no expedition with either cavalry or camelry... (Quran, 59:6)

But the end was most bitter for the third of the great Jewish tribes
of Medina, the Banu Qurayza. Their forefathers were Jewish religious
leaders, and they considered themselves priests. For a time, they
remained neutral. But the Arab tribe of Aws joined with them to
fight against the followers of Islam. However, the leader of the Aws
tribe, Sa'd bin Muaz, alongtime enemy of the Jews, intrigued with
the Messenger against them. After several days of fighting, the Banu
Qurayza surrendered and were offered the choice of conversion or
death. Only four of them converted to Islam. The fate of the others
was sealed. They were forced to dig trenches, and the men, who
reportedly numbered between 6oo and 75o, were beheaded one-byone next to the trenches. The women and children were sold into
slavery. Tabari's authoritative History provides a detailed account
of this episode.
Iqbal writes:
From the fourth to the eighth year of the hijra, that is, from the
episode of the trench until the conquest of Mecca by the Muslims,
the Messenger conducted several other raids against the infidels
and the Jews, the most famous of which was the raid at Khaybar
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in the middle of the month of Muharram in n.H' 8' During the
with
Khaybar raid, the Muslims engaged in several fierce clashes
much
seizing
strongholds,
the iews, capturing several of their

Among
booty and many prisoners, ur,g killing some of their leaders. 'Ali
ibn
by
killed
was
who
those killed was'Marhab of Khaybar,
they
the
of
loathing
Jews,
Abi Talib. Because of their particular
(Iqbal,
showed this tribe no mercy and put them all to the sword'
Tarikh-e lran, P' 39).

Despite all this, "...other minor Jewish clans which had maintained
neutrality were allowed to remain in Medina unmolested"'5'
After the capture of Mecca, the Messenger of Islam commanded
the call
that all the idols in the Kaaba should be destroyed, and that
to prayer should be announced from atop it. In 632 c.n, the Mes,.r,g.i of God died. After his death, an argument ensued amongst
the Muslims as to who should succeed him. Some considered'Ali,
suphis cousin and son-in-law, to be his rightful heir, while others
ported his father-in-law, Abu Bakr. Finally, the aged Abu Bakr was
.hor.r, as caliph.53 During the twenty-nine years from 632 to 66r, a
of the
succession of four caliphs succeeded Muhammad as leader
"the
Rightly-Cuided
Muslims. These four, collectively known as
'Ali
'Uthman,
'Umar,
Abi Talib.
ibn
and
caliphs" were Abu Bakr,
to
T-he caliphate of Abu Bakr lasted only two years, from 632
claims to prophet634 c.n. During this period, several people made
,Umir put them in their places. Abu Bakr's greatest achievehtod, but
ment was to Uegin compilation of the Quran, a task completed
during the reign of 'Urnur. Abu Bakr feared that if the verses of the
become forever lost or
Quran were ntt written down, they would
"The reciters and
cirrupted. For this reason he commanded that,
writers of the revelation should write down all of the verses they
have recorded on animal hides or palm fronds."ta During the caliph<a

'-EJ,12"511.

The English term "caliph" is based on the Arabic title khalifa'
"successor.
which literally means
salqbal, Tarikh-e lran,
PP. 44-45.
53rru:
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ate of Abu Bakr, the first attack against southern Iran was launched
under the command of Khalid bin Walid.
'Umar was caliph from 632 to 644 c.n. He was a conqueror: it was
during his reign that Iran was dealt relentless, mortal blows by the
Arabs. After several battles, all of Iranfinally fell to the Arabs following
the battle of Nehavand in 642. The Arabs called this battle the

"Victory of victories." The Sasanian dynasty was completely extirpated. Th.r. were two prime factors that motivated the Arabs in
in.ir battles. The first-a spiritual reward-was the prospect of
martyrdom in the way of righteousness and the promise of Paradise.
The second-a material reward-was the promise of plundering
the unbelievers. Since the Arabs had heard of the riches of Iran, this
'lJmar, a
second motivation was stronger. During these Same years,
skilled warrior, greatly expanded the Islamic Empire by sending
fresh troops to conquer Syria, Palestine, and Egypt. By the end of
'Umar's reign, the foundations of the Islamic Empire were fumly
established. 'Umar, the second of the Rightly-Guided caliphs, was
murdered while reciting his prayers at the hands of an Iranian by
the name of Firuz.
'Uthman was caliph from 644 to 656 c.n, During his reign, the
Islamic conquests continued to spread, encompassing parts of north'uthman became the object
ern Africa. Because of his wrongdoings,
of Muslim opprobrium. Some revolted against him and killed him
in his house.
After'Uthman, the position of caliph passed to 'Ali ibn Abi Talib,
who reigned until 66t, atotal of five years. From that point forward,
those Muslims who considered 'Ali to be Muhammad's rightful
heir diverged from the others, and the Shi'i sect was born' The
others are known as Sunnis. 'Ali was the first Shi'i imam and made
his capital at Kufa. During his caliphate, many revolts arose amongst
the Muslims, and he was ultimately killed by one of his opponents.
'Ali's Son, Imam Hasan, was poisoned in a plot conceived by his
enemies only five months after becoming caliph.
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After the Rightly-Guided caliphs, it was the turn of the Omayyid
caliphs, who were of a different lineage, to rule. They reigned from
662to753 c.E. and made Damascus their capital. The first was Mu'awiyah. Because his grandfather was named Omayyah, he and his
successors are called the Omayyids. Fourteen Omayyid caliphs ruled
the Islamic world-which included Iran-for a total of ninety-one
years. Yazid, the son of Mu'awiyah, killed Husayn, second son of
'Ali and the third imam of the Shi'is. From that point forward, a
deep-seated animosity grew between the Shi'is and the Sunnis. During the Omayyid caliphate, the borders of the Islamic Empire were
again expanded. In 78 c.E., Spain, too, was occupied by the Muslims.
Some of the Omayyid caliphs were arrogant and oppressive. They
persecuted the Iranians, who supported 'Ali's family, and it was
during this period that the first anti-Omayyid movement began in
Iran under Abu Muslim of Khorasan. Abu Muslim's uprising had
no religious overtones; rather, it was rooted in the oppression of
the Omayyid caliphs, who not only demanded a heavy poll tax, or
jizya, from Jews, Christians, and Zoroastrians, but also demanded
that newly-converted Iranian Muslims send onerous annual tax payments to Damascus. Abu Muslim's rebellion played a crucial role
in toppling the Omayyid state and establishing the Abbasid caliphate,
but this courageous Iranian commander was killed in battle with
the enemy.
The Abbasid caliphs, who made Baghdad their capital, came to
power in 7fi c.E. The most famous of the Abbasid caliphs is Harun
al-Rashid, whose sumptuous palace was legendary. During the Abbasid period, Iranian civilization lifted its head like a flame from
beneath the ashes and exerted extensive influence on the Islamic
world. The Barmakites, a full-blooded Iranian family, held high
administrative ofifices in the Abbasid caliphate, and political movements seeking Iranian freedom also sprung up during this period.

CHaprnn TnN
The Factious Jew
Orvce AGATN, the hand of fate brought together the great nation of
Iran and the tiny nation of Judea, this time under Arab rule. The
Arabs now ruled both Iran and Judea, both of which had lost their

independence and freedom.
The effect of the Arab invasion on Iran was deeper than that of
any other invasion. Twelve centuries of Iranian independence came
to an end. The social, political, religious, and cultural fabric of the
country was turned upside down when Iran became part of the
great Islamic Empire. The expansive empire of yesteryear was now
administered from Kufa, Damascus, and Baghdad by the RightlyGuided caliphs, the Omayyids, and the Abbasids. A flood of Arabic
words entered the Persian language, and even the alphabet in which
the language was written changed. Islam took the place of Zoroastrianism as the official religion of the country.
Such revolutionary changes had a profound effect upon the religious minorities of lran, especially the Jews living in the Iranian
province of Babylon. The legal and political standing of Iranian
Jews changed completely. They, along with the Christians living
within the Islamic realm, were classified as dhimms (non-Muslim
subjects), denied social and political equality, and relegated to the
status of second-class citizens. In exchange for the jizya (an exorbitant
annual poll tax), they were granted "protection" and permitted to
continue living among the Muslims and to engage in certain trades.
Islam's treatment of Jews outside Iran began with some painful
incidents. From the time the Messenger embarked on his mission
in 6or c.r. until the death of Imam Husayn at Karbala in 68o, the
Jews in the Hejaz, and particularly in Medina-where there was a
large Jewish population-were forced to either convert to Islam or
to surrender their property and be exiled, or, in the event that they
stood firm in their faith, they saw their menfolk killed and their
womenfolk and children sold into slavery. Some of the Arabian
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Iran, and-as in all perilous journeys of those days-some died along the way. In the first years of
Arab supremacy over lran, the Jews faced even more severe persecution from the Zoroastrians, who considered the Muslims-from
whom they faced relentless attacks-to be of the same creed as the

Jews migrated to Judea, Iraq, and

followers of Moses.
In the beginning, Islam considered the Jews and Christians to be
"People of the Book" and in exchange for heavy annual taxes granted
them the right to life. But this situation did not prevail throughout
the entire Islamic period. The sea of religious paradox was at times
calm and at other times stormy. It sometimes happened that the
same caliph treated Jews differently in different situations. Such
was the case during the time of 'Umar ibn al-Khattab (Ay-644c,r..) ,
the second of the Rightly-Guided caliphs, during whose reign Iran
surrendered to the Arabs.
The people of Babylon-the most important province of western
Iran-made desperate by the oppression and massacres of the last
days of the Sasanian period, warmly received the conquerors of the
province, which thenceforward, along with Mesopotamia, was
known as "Iraq." 'Umar received the resh galuta, Bustanai ben Haninai (OS-S7o c.E.) and gave him the daughter of Yazdegird III,
Izdundad, in marriage.55
On the other hand, the same caliph put restrictions (known in
Arab history as the shurut [conditions] or 'uhud [contracts]) on
religious minorities which became the rationale for later anti-Semitic
acts. It was 'Umar who would not permit the Jews to continue
living in the Hejaz.In the fourth year of his reign, Jerusalem fell to
the Arab army. He erected the Mosque of 'Umar on the same grounds
upon which the Holy Temple had stood and drove the Jews out of
'Umar did not permit the construction of new synagogues
Jerusalem.
or the rebuilding of old ones,

55nJ,8:t444.
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Wittr Arab supremacy over Iran ,theZoroastrian religion collapsed.
Those who had the means fled to other countries, especially India.
But most of the country, including the farmers, laborers, and merchants, had no choice but to convert to Islam. The new Muslim
Iranians harbored ill-will toward the Arabs, especially their leader,
'umar ibn al-Khattab. They gravitated toward the Shi'i sect, especially
after the death of Imam Husayn at Karbala. There is no doubt that
several prominent Jews were forced to convert to Islam. History
mentions Jews such as 'Abdallah ibn Saba, who was among the new
converts to Islam and played a prominent role in the establishment
and growth of the Shi'i sect in the 7th century.tu It is also written
that Imam Husayn married the other daughter of Yazdegird III. If
this is true, then there was a close relation by marriage between
him and Bustanai, the Jewish exilarch. On this basis, Jewish Iranians
considered the Shi'is more worthy than the Sunnis.
The Arab invasion of Iran, like all other phenomena, had both
positive and negative aspects. Iran emerged from its frozen rigidity
and produced great scientific and literary talents. This held true for
the Jews of Iran, too. The great centers of learning in Babylon-which
had been closed and whose faculties had been scattered during the
last years of the Sasanian dynasty-found new life with the advent
of Islam. Under Arab rule the academies of Sura and Pumbedita
began anew. From this time forward, the directors of the academies
were called geonim (n':rxr) . The golden age of the geonim coincided
with the rule of the Arab caliphs from the middle of the 7th through
the middle of the rrth centuries. Many of the students educated at
these two great cultural centers joined the ranks of the foremost
Jewish scholars. Witn the caliphate's borders secured and Arab influence growing, the bond between the Jewish academies of Babylon
and the outlying Jewish communities gradually became stronger.
In a letter of Sherira Gaon, it is recorded that when 'Ali ibn Abi
Talib in 658 c.E. conquered the city of Peroz Shapur, the director of
5unJ,

z'.53.
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the academy at Sura, R. Isaac (63o-66o c.E.) came forward to greet
him accompanied by 7o,ooo people, and that 'Ali accepted him as
spiritual leader of the Jewish community.t,
At the same time, the position of resh galuta, or exilarch, was also
preserved. Bustanai lived a king's life as theJews' representative to
the caliph. He collected the taxes imposed upon the Jews, rode in
the caliph's chariot on special occasions, and was respected by statesmen. He participated in the legislative assembly along with the geonim
and seven prominent scholars. This lo-man council was a sort of
mini-senate which reviewed the resolutions of the 7o-man and 3oman sanhedrins. The position of exilarch became hereditary among
Bustanai's descendants. After his death, a dispute arose between the
sons of his Babylonian wife and the sons of his Iranian wife, who
had converted to Judaism. Finally, based on a determination by the
hakhamim of the academies, it was decided that succession should
pass to the sons of the Iranian wife. The exilarch had to be chosen
by the geonim, and after his selection, elaborate ceremonies were
held which included attending synagogue, where shouts of "Long
live the resh galuta!" were voiced. The presence of the exilarch himself
at the Grand Synagogue with the geonim of the academies of Sura
and Pumbedita at his right and left sides was cause for uncommon
fervor. The decisions of the Jewish legislative assemblies of the time
were proclaimed and enforced among Jews as far afield as Yemen,
Khorasan, and India. The tax on kosher meats (which was until
recent years still in force in Iran) became official in those times.
The exilarch was empowered to impose punishment and banishment.
Transgressors were usually bastinadoed.58 As the conquests of the
Islamic caliphs spread from India to Spain, the powers of the exilarch
of the Iranian Jewish community grew in equal measure. Even the
Jews of Judea accepted the authority of the exilarch at Babylon,
',EJ, g'.1444.

sBefore the constitutionalist
movement in Iran, Mulla Ibrahim Agha
Baba, the last exilarch of the Jewish community in Iran, had these rights.
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which was part of the former Iran. In Europe, which was entering
the Dark Ages, anti-Semitism was growing daily stronger. The priests
cruelly tortured Jews to death. The Jews who had been expelled
from Spain made contact with the Arabs, who were conquering
northern Africa in the late 7th century c.E. By joining forces with
the army of Tariq, they were able to participate in the Muslim
conquest of Spain in 7n.It was for this reason that Jewish soldiers
assumed important offices in the municipal administration. With
the Islamic conquest of Spain, the most glorious days of the Jews in
that country also began.
After the rule of the Rightly-Guided caliphs, the Omayyids-who
had killed the Imam of the Shi'is and were not descended from the
Messenger-assumed control of the Islamic world. During this period the Jews of Iran faced many ups and downs. Their sociopolitical
standing in Islamic Iran was completely dependent upon the caliph
who ruled the Islamic Empire. During the reigns of tolerant caliphs,
the Jews enjoyed freedom in their socioeconomic activities' But
during the reigns of fanatic caliphs, not only the Jews, but also
other non-Muslims-especially the Zoroastrians-faced persecution. The Christians, who tormented the Jews in Europe, were their
equals in Iran. There is insufficient data available concerning Omayyid treatment of the Jews from 662 to 753 c.E.What ls available are
pronouncements concerning non-Muslims in general. During this
period, the Jews suftred heavy losses as a result of bloody political
conflicts, mostly in Iraq. Mukhtar rebelled in Iraq and put to death
those responsible for the killing of Imam Husayn. The Omayyid
caliph 'Abd al-Malik bin Marwan sent an army under the command
of Qassab ibn Ziyad to Iraq to suppress Mukhtar's rebellion, but
Qassab, too, was killed, and the rebellion continued.
During the reign of the 8th Omayyid caliph, 'Umar ibn 'Abd
al-'Aztz, also known as 'Umar II (2ry-Zzo c.e.), the regulations im'Umar ibn
posed on the dhimmis by the second Omayyid caliph,
al-Khattab, became much harsher and more restrictive. Jews and
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other non-Muslims were suddenly cast into a black hole of torture
and persecution. Under the new rules, the right of the leaders of the
minority religious communities to collect their taxes was revoked.
Friendship with dhimmiswas considered a mortal sin. 'Umar II was
a fanatic sectarian. He ordered the governor of Khorasan to ban the
erection of new synagogues and churches and to require that the
Jews and Christians wear distinctive caps and garments to distinguish
them from Muslims. They were not to be allowed the use of saddles
when on horseback, and it was forbidden for them to have Muslim
servants. These restrictions, which illustrate the oppression of the
"protected peoples," made the annual poll tax on non-Muslims
seem a trivial encumbrance. These strictures later spread throughout
all provinces of Iran and the Islamic Empire. The primary objective
of this policy was to protect Islam from the old religions and to
separate non-Muslim members of society from followers of the
ruler's religion. Some particulars of "'umar's laws" resemble the
anti-Semitic laws enacted by the Byzantine Empire.
The s/ruruf laws were not always the same. Their strength or weakrreSS, as mentioned previously, depended upon the caliph or sultan
of the day. Some caliphs and sultans from the time of 'Umar II to
the middle of the r4th century imposed new laws and restrictions,
and these were vigorously enforced. Others showed forbearance
and looked on the sfiuruf laws with a blind eye. Various texts of
these laws have survived, from the writings of Muhammad ibn
Idris al-Shaf i, founder of the Shaf i school of Islamicjurisprudence,
to the writings of Ibn Khaldun. The following stipulations summarize
them all.
The dhimmrs (]ews and Christians):

1. Muy not build new synagogues or churches.
2. Must show respect to Muslims and stand in their presence.
3. Must provide shelter to Muslim travelers for a period of three
days.

4. Muy not interfere with anyone who wishes to convert to Islam.
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5. Muy not dress or arrange their hair in a manner similar to the

6.
7.

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

13.
14.
15.

Muslims. Jews must wear yellow clothing and a special cap.
The shoes worn by Jews must not be of the same color as
those worn by the Muslims.
They may not choose Muslim names for themselves and their
children.
Upon entering the public bath, the men must have a special
emblem around their necks so that they may be distinguished
from the Muslims. Non-Muslim women do not have the right
to use the Muslim women's public baths.
They do not have the right to bear arms.
They do not have the right to hire Muslims.
They may not read the Quran.
They may not ride horses or mules, and when riding donkeys
may not place saddles on their backs.
They may not live in houses which are higher than those of
Muslims.
They may not bury their dead in cemeteries that are higher
than Muslim cemeteries.
They may not hold public office.
When heirs of the deceased cannot establish their claim of
inheritance according to Islamic law, the inheritance will become the property of the Islamic government.

When the level of intolerance increased, the exilarch took responsibility for enforcing some of these shurut, including the wear of
distinctive clothing and headgear. The penalty for failure to comply
with these laws was death. During some periods, the state did not
strictly enforce these laws, and the Jews might, for example, have
built a synagogue. But later, during the reign of an intolerant caliph
who insisted upon strict enforcement of these laws, that synagogue
would be razed.te
5e

nJ, tz'.t378.
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Abu 'Isa al-Isfahani and Yudghan Hamadani
Iran witnessed the greatest number of Jewish religious movements
during the Abbasid caliphate. Whatever reasons there may have
been for these changes, the surrounding environment must have
been one of them. After the bifurcation of Islam into Sunni and
Shi'i denominations, many other branches and offshoots developed,
most of which resulted from the ideas of Iranian or Islamic thinkers
such as Shaf i, Hanafi, and others. The existence of these numerous
branches inspired Iranian Jews to bring new ideas and new leaders
to Judaism.
The first of these was Abu 'Isa Isaac ben Jacob al-Isfahani, the
founder of the first Jewish sect after the destruction of the Second
Temple. The Arab historian Shahrestani held that Abu 'Isa was a
contemporary of the last Omayyid caliph, Marwan ibn Muhammad
0++-ZSo c.E.). During this period, that is, the middle of the 8th
century, Islamic sects sprang up rapidly throughout lran. Abu 'Isa
claimed to be the messiah, and sought to bring about a revolution
in the Judaism of the rabbanim. Abu 'lsa's political ideas put him at
odds with the Islamic authorities.
Some Iranian Jews supported Abu 'lsa, and he was able to start a
revolt against the Muslims. After several years, however, Abu 'Isa's
revolt came to an end when the Muslims defeated his military forces
near the city of Rayy, south of Tehran Abu 'Isa himself was killed
in this clash. His followers, not believing that he had died, claimed
that he had withdrawn to a cave and gone into occultation. According
to another story, he gathered his followers in one place and drew a
circle in the dirt around them with a stick to protect them from the
enemy. Only Abu 'Isa remained outside the circle so that he might
single-handedly deliver a mortal blow to the Muslims and then
approach the sons of Moses to deliver his message.
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'Isa became known as
Adherents of the sect founded by Abu
up to
"'ISUnianS" or "ISfahanianS." MemberS of the Sect SUrvived
living
them
a number of
the time of Jacob al-Qirqisani, who found
in Damascus in the f[st half of the loth century.6
.Isa
was not a
Abu
Before beginning his religious movement,
tailor who lived in Isfahan '
religious leader; rather, he was an illiterate
revelation that, despite
His fouowers berieved that it was by prophetic
'Isa
prayer books' Abu
his illiteracy, he was able to comptr. ,.u.tul
five prophets would
said that before the advent of the messiah
come,includingMoses,Jesus,andMuhammad'Heenjoinedhis
forbade animal sacrifice' the
followers to pray seven times daily. He
and prohibited divorce'u'
eating of meat and the drinking of wine,
the year 749 c'n' his
He gave his followers military tiaining, Td.by
'Isa's politico-religious uparmed disciples numbered ro,ooo. Abu
great Iranian general Abu
rising coincided with the revolt of the
in the overthrow of the
Muslim of Khorasan, who played a key role
Those who believed
omayyids and the rise to power of the Abbasids'
for several centuries'
in Abu 'Isa awaited the return of their messiah
of the 8th century
Abu 'Isa',s movement lived on in the middle
(Yudghan of
through his student and disciple, YudghanHamadani
to be a
claimed
Yehuda,
Hamadan). Like his teacher, Yudghan, or
prophet,andtheYudghanisbelievedhimtobethemessiah.
in his Book of
The Karaite historian Jacob al-Kirkisani writes "prohibit meat
Gardens -A purf.t bj8) that the Yudghanites
prayers and fasts, and assert
and intoxi.uti"gorinks, ob,.,u. many
no longer obligatory'
that the Sabbath and holidays are at present
(r'-1, 16:868)

of the Sabbath and
The lack of obligation concerning observance
of the Second Temple
religious holidays because of the destruction
is attributed to the Shi'i
and the ongoing mourning over its loss
uon1,

lt83-4.

utn1,

tt'.t4t9.
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Muslim mentality in lran. In the middle of the roth century, a small
group of Yudghanis lived in Isfahan.
Yehuda Yudghan of Hamadan was influenced by the Islamic
Mu'tazalite sect, whose adherents believed that the attribution of
traits to God entails the necessity that the Creator have a material
essence, which conflicts with the principle of the unity of Cod.
They considered their beliefs to be based on logic and reason.
Yudghan also opposed the idea of God having any shape or form.
He believed that the fate of Man was neither predetermined nor
foreordained by God. In other words, he maintained that Man has
free will and that divine justice will grant every good and evil deed
its just reward. Yudghan's followers believed that their leader was
immortal and would return after his death. Yudghan sought to
promote asceticism amongst the Jews. His thinking was more incisive
than that of Abu 'Isa, and he used Halakah to offer more serious
opposition.
Another Jew who followed Abu 'lsa was Mushka of Qom. Borrowing from Islam, he called his followers to a "holy war" and sought
to spread the message of Judaism by the sword. Originally from
Hamadan, he went to Qom with his followers and there began a
religious uprising, but he and eleven of his disciples were arrested
and put to death.
Another Jewish scholar who worked with Yudghan,Judah ha-Parsi,
expressed some ideas about the formulation of the Jewish calendar,
but little is known of him and his work.
Toward the end of the Omayyid period, a Jewish resident of Syria
by the name of Serene, who thought that Jews were being treated
more harshly than other religious minorities and that the shurut of
'lJmar were enforced more strictly against them, claimed to be the
instrument of their redemption. He claimed that by freeing Judea
he would put an end to Omayyid rule in the region and gained
great influence among the Jews who had migrated from the Hejaz
to Judea. Believing that observance of Talmudic law prevented Jews
from associating with others, he resolved to refute the Talmud. It is
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likely that Serene's revolt was connected with the revolts of Islamic
sects against the OmaYYids.

Amorg the omayyid caliphs-notorious amongst the Shi'is for

their coldheartedness and oppressiveness-a caliph would occasionally appear who looked kindly upon the Jews. One of these was
Uisfram ibn 'Abd al-Malik, the loth Omayyid caliph, who granted
permission for the reconstruction of ruined synagogues and-within
limits-gave the Jews more freedom to choose their own occupations.6'It was during this caliph's reign that the Arabs attacked the
south of France, but they were not victorious'
Finally, the Omayyid caliphate began to decline, and it was the
turn of the Abbasids, who, with Iranian support, came to power in
the middle of the 8th century c.p. The Abbasid period coincides
with the anti-Talmudic movement of a group of Iranian Jews' At
first, the Jewish religious leaders did not respond to the movement,
which had its origins either in Isfahan or Syria. They did not believe
that these new ideas would threaten Talmudic beliefs. But the antiTalmudic movement grew owing to the factious Islamic environment
and the contumacy of Jewish leaders.

The Worldwide Karaite Movement
During these days, the karaim (0,:tr), or Karaites, sprung up in
Babylon and reached maturity in Nehavand. The sect was founded
by Anan ben David, whose thinking was influenced by Abu'Isa'
The movement was so momentous that Westerners compare it to
the Protestant movement in Christianity, although its success was
never as great. For a time, the followers of Anan were called Ananites
of ananim. Anan led the tumultuous movement, which from the
outset had an anti-Talmudic character, from 754 to 775 c.E.
When the exilarch Solomon, the grandson of Bustanai, died in
just
76 c.n., the second Abbasid caliph, Abu Ja'far Mansur, had
.o-. to po*.r. Sol* had no son to succeed him, so succession
6'Zaydan,p.t45.
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passed to his nephew, Anan ben David. But because Anan disagreed

with many Talmudic strictures, the directors of the academies at
Sura and Pumbedita opposed his selection and appointed his brother,
Hanina, as exilarch. Efforts by Anan's supporters to gain the backing

of the caliph Mansur failed. On the contrary, through the clout of
the religious leaders, Anan was imprisoned and his life put in jeopardy. He was freed through the intercession of a Muslim who argued
before the caliph that Anan had been targeted by Jewish leaders
because he belonged to a different sect.
For centuries, no divisions had arisen amongst the Jews, and religious life had been peaceful. Previous attacks against the Jewish
religion by the popes and Christian priests had sought to shake the
foundations of Judaism, but the reaction to these attacks had been
increased attention to the enforcement of religious law, and the
Talmud was the product of that increased interest. Abu 'Isa Isfahani
and his followers' earlier attacks against the Talmud were not taken
seriously because they got nowhere with their fantastic claims. But
the anti-Talmudic movement of Anan ben David. himself an eminent
religious leader, could not be dismissed. Anan wanted to limit the
religion to the enforcement of Biblical law. He accused the Talmudists
of weakening the Torah and Judaism by introducing new laws.
Anan encouraged his supporters to read the Bible. He was opposed
to any commentaries and placed personal understanding of Biblical
law above the commentaries of the rabbanim. Anan's movement
diminished the authority of the geonim, the leaders of the Hebrew
academies, who ranked among the great Jewish religious leaders of
the day.

Anan ben David was a well-educated rabbi from a well-to-do
family. His followers were few at first. Although it was one of his
followers, Benjamin Nahawendi, who gave his ideas form and created
the new sect known as the "Karaites," Anan is considered the father
of the anti-Talmudic movement. In reality, he rebelled against the
rabbis and their pervasive influence on Judaism. His ordinances
were recorded in Ararnaic and collected in a book known as the
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conha-mitzvof. Anan rejected the validity of the Talmud and
law'
sidered the Torah to be the only legitimate source of divine
religious
However, his writings indicate that he endeavored to make
law conform with the exigencies of his time'
Anan was influenced by the ritual mourning popular amongst
which
the Muslims. He rejected the principles of joy and pleasure
of the
were important to rabbinic teachings and banned observance
the
as
long
as
Sabbatkr- and joyous Jewish holidays. He said that
the Holy Temple in ruins' the
Jewish people remained in exile and
established a seventy-day fast
Jews must ilso be in mourning. Anan
which extended from the r3th of Nisan to the 4rd of Sivan' This
during
fast, like the Ramadan fast of the Muslims, was observed only
holding
the hours of daylight. He forbade the practice of medicine'
that
believed
that it went ugui*t the healing powers of God' He
others' interpietations of the Torah were unacceptable and that
himself
each person ihould accept and implement that which he
understood and inferred from the divine book. Among his sayings
opinion"'u3
was, "search diligently in the Scripture, and rely not on my
After Anan, Benjamin ben Moses Nahawendi, an Iranian scholar'
"Karaite"
strengthened the foundations of the Karaite sect. The term
(xriz,ir )v:)
is derived from his use of the terms Ba'alai ha Mikra
to describe
Torah)
(Sons of the
[people of the Torah] or Benei Mikra
the followers of the new sect. This anti-Talmudic and anti-Rabbinic
wildfire from Isfahan, Hamadan, Nehavand'
movement spread
-Basrah,like
Baghdad, Damascus, Jerusalem, Ashdod, Cairo'
and Qom to
Turkey, and Russia. Although the fire has finally died down, to this
day its flames still flicker here and there'
Benlamin Nahawendi rejected the notions that God had directly
created the world or inspired the prophets. He maintained that
because God was pure spirit, He could not have any sort of connection
with material things, nor could He have created the material world
or have descended to the limited confines of Mount Sinai to make
sefer

u3n1,
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created
His voice heard to His servant. Nahawendi believed that God
been
had
world
material
the spiritual world and the angels, that the
created by one of these angels, and that God had thus indirectly
with some
created the material world. Nahawendi apparently agreed
Talmudic commands but was opposed to blind obedience to religious
his own
leaders. He said that each person must be free to conduct
of
religious investigation and insisted that mistaken understanding
theieligion was not to be reckoned a sin, but he believed that a free
religious interpretation should be based on solid principles'
Blnjamil Nut1u*endi was the most prominent Karaite of the 9th
century c.n. and led the movement from 83o to 86o. He himself
of the
was an erudite rabbi who possessed unrivaled knowledge
Torah, serving as a judge for many years. Nahawendi's Sefer dinim
(Book of Precepts) contains the laws, both civil and criminal' to
which followers of the Karaite sect adhered. Nahawendi also wrote
respect of
treatises on the writings of the prophets which earned the
all Jewish scholars, even those who disagreed with his beliefs'uo He
did not agree with Anan ben David on all matters. Benjamin rejected
Anan's belief that each person must come to a personal understanding of the Torah after study and exploration. He believed that such
individualism led to religious anarchy. For this reason, he laid down
certain principles and called those who followed these principles
"Karaites." Another difference between him and Anan was that Benjamin was irreconcilably opposed to the rabbis' Benjamin can be
considered a thoughtful and revolutionary philosopher within the
sect which he founded. The Arabs called the Karaites Asha b Anan
wa Binyamin (followers of Anan and Benjamin) 'u5
"return to the Torah"
The Karaites may have accepted the call for a
within their hearts, but in practice they were confronted with the
problem of implementing laws without the slightest interpretation
tr modification to adapt them to contemporary social and economic
uonl,
65n1,
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task which could not be compatible with the essence
of Judaism. Nonetheless, this great religious movement did not
suddenly give uP.

life-a difficult

The third leader of the Karaites-also a Jewish-Iranian reli-

gious leader-was Daniel ben Moses al-Qumisi. He was born in the
to*r, of Damghan and led the "Mourners of Zion" or Avelei Zion'
He was the first of the Iranian Karaites to take the group s message
to Jerusalem, where he spent the rest of his days. Daniel attributed
the long duration of the exile to the deleterious influence of the
rabbis.uu

The Baghdadi scholar and traveler Jacob al-Qirqisani was the greatest proselytizer of the sect among the Jews of the Islamic world. He
spread the sect's philosophy among Jewish communities throughout
the Islamic countries.
In these times, a mystical sect known as Cabala, which had appeared
at the time of Jesus, propounded new ideas and increased religious
discord amongst the Jews. The book Raza rabba (The Great Secret),
produced by Cabalists during this period, was roundly condemned
as a work of sorcery and witchcraft.ut The Cabalists claimed that
they could fix their gaze upon God's palace and perform miracles
by reciting mystical names and incantations while fasting. They
fashioned talismans upon which were written mysterious symbols
and the names of God and the angels. The Cabalists of that time
believed that any devout person could perform miracles, provided
he was indoctrinated into the secrets of Cabala Cabalistic beliefs
became so widespread among the people that when, during the
reign of the caliph Ma'mun in 8r4 c.E., they had to choose between
Mar Aaron Ben Samuel, a first-rate Jewish scholar, and an aged
Cabalist named Joseph Baraba, who claimed to be in contact with
the prophet Elijah, they chose the latter.

uuEJ,
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The turbulence in religious thinking led to many serious disputes
dispute
among the Jewish communities of Iran. In the year 825 c'E', a
Daniel,
Karaite,
arose Letween David ben Judah and the renowned
over the exilarchy. The caliph was called upon to resolve the dispute,
and finally David ben Judah was chosen as exilarch, which position
he held until the end of the caliph Mu'tasim's reign in 84o c'E'
During this period, a man by the name of Abu Amram, known as
the "Iranian Moses," appeared in the Iranian town of Safran and
later took up residence in Tiflis. He was a Karaite and rejected the
corporeal resurrection of the dead. His sect was named after him'
Retigious innovation among Iranian Jews during the Abbasid period, which was the direct result of sectarianism among Iranian Muslims, reached the point where, in the second half of the 9th century
c.E., Hiwi al-Balkhi of the city of Balkh in Khorasan composed a
treatise enumerating zoo criticisms of the Bible. During that time,
Balkh was the center of a variety of religious beliefs. Apart from
Muslims, followers of other faiths, such as Nestorians, christians,
Buddhists, and Zoroastrians, all expressed new religious ideas. Both
Karaites and the rabbis (rabbanirn) were influential in the city. Balkh
was at the same time home to the greatest Islamic scholars. Al-Balkhi,
himself a free thinker, followed neither the rabbis nor the Karaites
but proposed his own radical ideas. As a result, he was condemned
by both groups.
Hiwi ul-BuU.ni's critical work no longer survives. His teachings
and beliefs are known from Saadiah Gaon's refutations of his zoo
criticisms and from the writings of other authors. These writings
themselves bespeak the importance and influence of this Jewish
thinker in his own times. During the communist revolution in Russia,
al-Balkhi's ideas were employed in anti-religious propaganda'

Conversion of the Khazars to Judaism
The greatest event of the Abbasid period was the conversion in the
middle of the 8th century c.E. of the king of the Khazars and his
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courtiers to the Jewish faith and the subsequent conversion of others
in the region. The Khazars were a courageous tent-dwelling people
who lived in the mountainous region between the Volga River and
the Caspian Sea. During the Sasanian period, they, along with the
Huns, attacked Iran several times. The Khazars, who called their
king the khaqan, were of the same race as the Turks. By virtue of
their conquering spirit, they reached the shores of the Black Sea
toward the end of the 7th century c.E. They held the city of Kiev
and became a major power neighboring Iranian Khwarazm.
The first Arab campaign against that country ended in a Khazar
victory. According to Arab historians such as Ibn Rustah, Istakhri,
and Ibn Hawfal, it was after this victory that the king of the Khazars
converted to Judaism. After him, other high ranking Khazars and
eventually the common people of the region converted to Judaism.
The renowned Spanish poet and philosopher Judah Ha-Levi, in his
Sefer ha-Kazan, reckons this religious conversion to have taken
place around the middle of the 8th century, that is, around the time
of the Abbasid rise to power. Historical sources indicate that the
Khazars successfully defended against the Arabs for many decades.
According to Ibn Fadlan, the land of the Khazars,Khazaria, was
considered by its neighbors to be the "cradle of the Jews," but in
fact, the newly-Jewish people of that region had no contact with
outside Jewish organizations. The Karaite sect had more influence
on them than did the rabbis. It must be noted that the conversion
of the Khazars to Judaism-in which force of arms and intrigue
played no part-was neither complete nor firm. It was not taken
seriously by the Jews themselves, and for this reason, the whole
religious structure disintegrated after three centuries. In the late
roth century, Khazaria was ravaged first by the Russians and then
the Mongols. The Khazars joined their coreligionists of the diaspora,
but most of them abandoned their faith. From the very beginning,
the Jewish leaders of Iran and the exilarch were unenthusiastic about
the Khazars religious conversion. They probably found that the
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and therefore
conversion was not in accordance with their beliefs
refused to accePt its validitY'
concerning the
Among the most important historical documents
correspondence
conversion of the Khazars to Judaism is the Hebrew
with Joseph '
of Hisdai ibn Shaprut, a prominent Jew in Islamic Spain,
are still
the khaqan of the Kharurr. In his letters, some of which
"Does
exist in
really
there
extant, Hisdai asks the king of Khazaria,
to be in Khazaria?
the world a Jewish kingdo,it Ho* did Jews come
of Khazaria? To
How did they accept J.raair-? Where is the capital
of Khazaria know
what tribes do the khuru6 belong? Does the king
the
of the end of the world? Is war cause for failing to observe
sanctity of the Sabbath?"
the
In his reply to Hisdai, Joseph gives a short account of how
"Bulan, the khaqan of the Khazars'
Khazars converted to Judaism:
Later, in a raid
had a dream in which he had converted to Judaism.
which was
on Ardabil in Iran, he captured a house of worship
Bulan
Desert'
Sinai
fashioned after the Tabernacle of Moses in the
the menorah and the
was attracted by its holiness, especially that of
there between
Holy Scriptur.t. lt Bulan's behest, a debate was held
Chrisrepresentatives of the three monotheistic religions: Judaism'
conKhazars
the
tianity, and Islam. After the debate, the khaqanof
"
verted to the Jewish faith.
After converting to Judaism, Bulan drove the idol worshippers'
courtiers and
sorcerers, and fortune-tellers from his kingdom' His
another
Obadiah'
statesmen also converted to Judaism. But it was
uniking of the Khazars and Bulan's grandson, who made Judaism
the
and
built,
were
versal. During his reign, synagogues and schools
and the rabbinic
Khazars were introduced to the Torah, the Talmud,
inquiries'
Hisdai's
prayers. The khaqan Joseph, in his replies to
makes
writes that he himself was Obadiah's grandson and then
an
Hisdai
extending
by
reference to his capital at Atil. He closes
invitation to visit his countrY'
mentions
Benjamin of Tudela, the rzth century Jewish traveler,
and
that he met Jewish Khazars in the cities of constantinople
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Alexandria.SomehademigratedtoHungary'*Tt1'ltt-btrreat Kt:".The Turkish-speaking
mained in the Ukraine, .rp..iJly
KaraiteJewswholatersettled'.,c,'-.a,Poland,andotherpartsof
the Khazars'ut
from
Eastern Europe were descended

Bulan,thekingofKhaza.iu'.o,,uertedtoJudaismundertheinfluirt. land of the Khazars' of which
ence of Iranian Jews. Khazarin
rule during the
u p;, *u, ,rr-,aer Iranian
present_day Khiva forms
i.r*.r was fighting Greece' Khazars
Achaemenid period. when
an independent
armt-but they.llter created
formed part of the lranian
Parts
until the Mongol invasion'
..r,ruries,
fo,
lasted
which
country

Khazaria'
and Turkestan once comprised
of present-day Uzbekistan
reader
ielieves that the Jewish religious
The Russian historian Tolstov
to
Judaism'
at Bulan's formal conversion
Isaac Sangari was present
assistance
for
Khazars asked Khwarazmia
Ibn at-Atrri. *rii.rir,u, the

againsttheRussians.p,rv"qaisiwrotethattheAbbasidcaliph
Ma,munmarchedagainst.n.-fromGorganarrdthatsuccessive
Kh-azaria, forcing the KhazRussian

-a

arun attrcks

u;[ffitT:t;u;,gn

fi";il'l.i*,.a

Khazaria of
of obadiah, the influence on

Jews

andrewiir,.ll!:::*,$r*.,-,'$"*,Ii}l['iJfr1ffi:":X:
bordered on
Khwarazm and Khorasan
HfJ::::?;:H':3:::":: more influence on them than did
Iran;;J
Khorasan
ftu..r. rn. J.*s of

Khazaria, the Jews of

had long been the
from
Jews
";#
foremostcommercialtravelersoftheirdayandknewthemostabout
to other places to collect contribu-

religious matters. They traveled
had contact
Sura and Pumbedita' They
tions for the academies at
their reliwere influential in modifying
and
too,
Khazars,
the
with
gious teachings'
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The K"y Role of Jews in the Advancement
of the Sciences in Islamic Iran
In the second half of the 8th century c.E., during the reign of the
fourth Abbasid caliph, Musa Hadi, which coincided with the reign
of Charlemagne, the situation of Jews was improving in Europe '
Charlemagne hired some Jewish scholars from Iran-the cradle of
country and also to
Jewish scholarship-to instruct the Jews in his
assist in administrative and political affairs. He used the Jews to
promote commerce within his empire and employed them for emtassies to the Arab caliphs. Innl c.8., Charlemagne commissioned
the illustrious lsaac as an ambassador to the Abbasid caliph, Harun
al-Rashid. Isaac accomplished his mission and returned to the emperor bearing many gifts. Through his Jewish ambassador, charlemagne was able to secure from the court of Harun al-Rashid the
right of Christian pilgrims to visit Bethlehem.
buring the reigns of the fust four Abbasid caliphs from 7fi to
the caliphate
79rc.E., tn. Jews of Iran and the other possessions of
lived in peace. They set about their business, and from northern
Kurdistan and Damavand to Nishapur, earned a living in agriculture
'Umar's
and the raising of livestock. These caliphs paid no heed to
pronouncement concerning the Jews and relied heavily upon Jews
in some areas.
When the Caliph Mansur wanted to receive a pledge of loyalty
from his son, Mahdi, he consulted his Jewish physician, Furat
ben Shehata regarding it. Furat freely expressed his views to Mansur. (Zaydan, 3'z47)

During the Abbasid period, as in the past, treatment of religious
minorities was inconsistent. One caliph would grant them freedom
in their internal religious affairs, and another caliph would severely
limit their freedom. The city of Baghdad, near Ctesiphon, was designated as the Abbasid capital during the reign of the caliph al-Mansur
mathematicians
CS+-ZZS c.E.). It attracted many Jews. Great Jewish
the highest
attained
and astronomers such as Masha'allah ben Athan
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the Shatt al-Arab and
levels of academia in that city. Basrah, where
community
the Persian Gulf meet, also attracted a large Jewish
Euphrates was
during the time of the caliphs. A tributary of the
in the city of Basrah that
even called the "River of the Jews." It was
works to Arabic'
the first skilled Jewish translators translated Greek
the Islamic sciences'
laying the foundations for the advancement of
home to Jewish
In addition to scientists and literati, Basrah was also
with the academy
religious scholars. The Jews of the city were in touch
pay 3oo dinars per
at Sura, in support of which they were obliged to
in the tenth
annum. When the academy was permanently closed
century, the director took up residence in Basrah'7o
arose
During the caliphate of al-Mansur, several sharp conflicts
geonim
amongst the
between the geonim and the exilarch, and even
weakened their
further
themselv.r. A, in the past, this situation
the reigns of
positions, and the conflicts grew more intense during
social structure in Iran
succeeding caliphs. The backbone of Jewish
by
Iraq was tire exilarch, whose appointment was confirmed

and
of the annual poll
the caliph. He was responsible for the collection
of those taxes to
tax from male Jews and the immediate payment
Iran helped the
the caliph', offi.ials. The Jewish communities of
financial contributions'
academies at Suraand Pumbedita by sending
from Nehavand'
support
Documentary evidence mentions annual
Iran. These documents
Fars, Khorasan, Isfahan, and other parts of
to pay annual support
also mention the refusal of some Iranian Jews
that after the
to the academies in Iraq (formerly Babylon), adding
of Islamic audispatching of representatives and the intervention
thorities, they were forced to pay their share'
ha-Kohen'
A chronicler of the Abbasid period, Nathan ben Isaac
at?umbedita'
academy
speaks of a conflict between the director of the
of the Jews of Fars
leader
the
Ukba,
Kohen Zedek ben Joseph, and

of the dispute
province, concerning the Jews of Khorasan.T'As a result
7onJ,

4'.311.
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ukba was finally
over Khorasan, which was a source of revenue,
In Iran' great homage
exiled to Kermanshah on the caliph's orders'
of the synagogue at
was paid to this religious leader. The leader
the congregation
Kermanshah openedlhe Torah before him, and
the synagogue, and the
sang in his honor. Ukba recited a sermon in
p.Jpt. celebrated his arrival for seven days't'
in Iraq
The religious authorities of the two Talmudic schools
through
Iran
of
exercised influence over the Jewish communities
(dayyanim)
their control of education and the appointment ofjudges
the
mentions
Tudela
and religious leaders (rabbanim). Benjamin of
Isfahan, Sar Shalom'
selection by the geoniLm of the grand rabbi of
obadiah ha-Nasi'
and the spiritual leader of the J.*t of Samarqand,
to strengthen
The Jewish leaders in Iraq made concerted endeavors
their efforts'
the foundations of Jewisll education in Iran. Through
both of which
yeshivas were estabjished at Hamadan and Isfahan,
two academies
the
of
became centers of Jewish culture. The directors
Isfahan to teach
dispatched eminent instructors to Hamadan and
this time'
During
and to answer their religious questions'

the people
Hamadan arrived at Baghdad
a student of divinity known as David of
yeshiva at
with a Ietter of introduction from the director of the
correspondence
Hamadan. It is noteworthy that a portion of the
Persian't3
in
between Hamadan and Baghdad was written

Harun al-Rashid

(ZSO-8og

c.E.) and his son, Ma'mun (8t:-

and
c.E.), who were religious zealots, added new anti-Jewish
them'
anti-Christian laws to the existing ones and strictly enforced
and
the
Yusuf,
Abu
Jews
According to Harun al-Rashid's treasurer,
each had to pay
Christians belonged to three financial groups, and
were in arrears died'
a back-breaking"poll tax. If a Jew whose taxes
taxes were
his family was not allowed to bury his body until the
grants and
loans,
paid. Lif. was made very diffrcult by compulsory
taxes
ttner unpaid services required of the Jews. The payment of
g33

7'nJ,6':'oz9.
73nJ,

t3'.3to.
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on the other
on the one hand and the degradation of the taxpayers
by healy
hand was excruciating. Jews were driven from agriculture
level of
this
bear
to
taxes totaling one fouith of the harvest. Unable
to abandon
taxation, Jewish farmers left the land and were forced
fathers'
their
of
agriculture and animal husbandry, the occupations
despite
As they entered other professions, some became wealthy
the impediments imposed by the ruling government'
and
Harun al-Rashid, who had a magnificent court at Baghdad
of the Abbasid
was without doubt the greatest and most powerful
that he could'
caliphs, heavily persecuted the Jews, and to the extent
increased
and
taxes
lowered their station in society. He raised their
allowed
discrimination against them, dictating the clothing they were
within
practice
to
to wear and the professions they were allowed
'Arab
(History
va Islam
the Islamic realm. The author of Tarikh-e
of the Arabs and Islam) writes:
his
Among the moral shortcomings of fHarun al-] Rashid was
him
intense suspicion and fury which sometimes so transformed
and
that he no io.,g.r. resembled htt normal self' He was despotic
(p'
256)'
rule.
exercised absolute

which had
was he who eliminated the Iranian Barmakite clan'
exercised the right to teach and serve the Abbasid dynasty'
were
Harun's reign was a time of misery for the Jews of Iran, who
made imcompelled to wear yellow patches. Nevertheless, the Jews
portant advances in the sciences during his reign and made considerable contributions within the organtzation which the caliph
of all
al-Mansur had established to translate the scientific works
c.e. at
nations into Arabic. Harun al-Rashid died in the year 8o9
rebellion'
a
the age of $in Samarqand, where he had gone to suppress
and was buried in a garden in Khorasan '
'Abdallah Ma'mun
After Harun, the caliphate passed to his son,
(gr3-832 c.E.), whose mother was Iranian. A dispute arose between
Ma'mun, who lived with his mother in Khorasan' and his brother
who lived in Baghdad. Their dispute ended in warfare' and

It

Amin,
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Amin was finally defeated and killed by soldiers from Khorasan.
Ma'mun wanted to move the Abbasid capital to Khorasan rather
than return to Baghdad, but because of disturbances in Kufa and
'Ali ibn
the Hejaz, he appointed Imam Reza, head of the house of
Abi Talib and imam of the Shi'is, to take his place in Khorasan
while he returned to Baghdad to quell the disturbances.
In these times, the rift between the Rabbanites and Karaites, which
had always weakened the Jews, surfaced once more iir a new form'
When the two parties brought their complaint to Ma'mun, he recognized the Karaite leader as the nasl of the Jewish community and
withdrew the privileges of the chief rabbi. The leaders of the Karaite
community, known aS nesi'im, were the successors of Anan ben
David. In 825 c.s., Ma mun issued a decree granting any two Jews,
Christians, or Zoroastrians the right to establish an organization
and to choose their own leader. The grounds for the issuance of
this decree is believed to be the very same dispute between the two
Jewish leaders over the exilarchy.
During these years, both the Jews of Iran and the Jews of the Holy
Land were faced with enormous difficulties. As always when war
broke out amongst the Islamic states, they were subjected to countless
persecutions. Although Ma'mun was an enlightened caliph, influenced by his advisors, he followed the same path as his father and
the Jews to the greatest extent possible.
oppressed
-The
scholarly centers of the world in those days were Baghdad in
Asia, Qayrawan in Africa, and notably, Marv and Balkh in old Khorasan. A Jewish mathematician who knew both Arabic and Hindi
presented an Indian mathematician to the caliph. Together they
translated a book which included the four primary arithmetic operations from Hindi to Arabic. Another Jew from Mazandaran, known
as Sahl ibn Rabban, translated Ptolemy's Almageste on astronomy
from Greekinto Arabic. Sahl ibn Rabban was a renowned astronomer
and mathematician. His son, 'Ali ibn Sahl ibn Rabban al-Tabari,
was a skilled physician who wrote works on medicine. Because of
internal disturbances, he went to the city of Ruyy, near Tehran,
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where he taught Zechariah Razi. Because of his profound knowledge,

he found his way into the courts of governors. He first served as
to Mazyar ibn Qarin, the governor of Tabaristan. After a
short time, he became one of the most distinguished courtiers of
the caliphs al-Mu'tasim and al-Mutawakkil at Baghdad and converted
to Islam. Among his medical works is Firdaws al-hakim (Paradise
of the Wise), an abridged work in seven parts which familiarized
the Arabic-speaking reader with Indian medicine.Ta That the son of
Sahl ibn Rabban was the teacher of Zechariah Razi is supported by
Islamic historians. 'Abdallah Razi writes:
'Ali ibn Sahl Rabban is the son of a Jew of Tabaristan. He was the
physician of al-Mu'tasim and al-Mutawakkil, and al-Mu'tasim
forced him to abandon his father's religion and become a Muslim.
MuhammadZechariah Razi learned medicine from him, but the
student's fame and learning exceeded that of his teacher. Among
his works is the book Hifz al-sahhah [Preservation of Health].
secretary

(Razi, p.259)

The status of Jews worsened during the reign of the bigoted caliph
al-Mutawakkil (8+l-86r c.E.). In accordance with a decree he issued
in 85o c.E., prosperous Jews were required to wear a yellow coneshaped cap, and Jewish servants and beggars were required to wear
a yellow patch on their chests and backs. Four years later, Jewish
women were required to wear little bells on their feet. Every so
often, this caliph issued a new decree concerning Jewish ghettos,
taxes, and daily afhirs.
Al-Mutawakkil-whose loarhing of 'Ali ibn Abi Talib and his
family was such that he ordered the demolition of the shrine of
Imam Husayn and even the plowing over of the land on which it
had stood-undoubtedly bore unlimited hostility for terrestrial enemies, especially the Jews. He even decreed that Jews must paint a
portrait of Satan on their door frames./5 After two years as caliph,
74n1,

z:632.

7Sykes, z:r4.
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al-Mutawakkil converted synagogues and churches to mosques.
Among his edicts was an order requiring that Jews pay ten percent
of the value of each commercial transaction to the caliph. He rescinded the powers and privileges of the exilarch and withdrew
official recognition of that office.
From this time forward, most scholarly Jewish writings were composed in Arabic. Jews of the Arab countries, as well as Iranian Jews,
contributed great scholars to the world, among whom was Isaac
bin Sulayman Isra'ili, who was born in 8+t c.e. An Egyptian physician,
philosopher, and linguist, he served the Fatimid caliphs. He wrote
eight volumes on medicine which were translated into various languages.

Despite all the restrictions, oppressive decrees, and narrow-minded
degradations, many Jews adapted themselves to the social values of
the times and attained high stations. They became physicians and
researchers. They played an important role in economic life, and

because of the dearth of literate people they even attained high
government office. That the regulations governing Jewish attire were
occasionally reinstated is itself testimony to the fact that they were
not uniformly enforced throughout the entire period.
A perusal of scattered Arabic and Hebrew sources on the period
of the Islamic caliphate shows that Jews earned their livelihoods in
a wide variety of trades and professions such as weaving, dye casting,
goldsmithing, pharmacy, shopkeeping, and trading in spices and
antiques. When the Abbasids made their capital at Baghdad in
762 c.n., the economic stratification of lranian-Babylonian Jewry
was completely transformed. With the spread of urbanization in
the Islamic East and the progress of international trade, the well-to-do
class of Jewish merchants also became more concentrated in key
Iranian cities such as Ahvaz, Shiraz, Ruyy, and Ardabil.
From the roth century onward, because of the growth of commerce,
Jewish merchants became more involved in banking and finance
and gradually specialized in that profession. Progress was so great
that they even provided financial services to the caliphs and viziers.
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Jewish court bankers made financial transactions, managed deposits,
transferred funds from one place to another with promissory notes

or letters of credit, made large loans to the caliphs, viziers, court,
and army, and provided other banking and credit services. But they
did not always live in complete comfort and freedom. Their assets
were sometimes seized and they were put to death.
During the first six centuries of the Islamic caliphate in Iran, the
Jewish diaspora unpredictably expanded eastward. According to Islamic historians and geographers and Jewish religious sources-and
also based on the accounts provided by contemporary travelers in
their itineraries-there were Jews living in virtually every Iranian
city. Jews travelled from Nishapur, Balkh , Ghazna, Kabul, Sistan,
Marv, Samarqand, and Bokhara as far afield as the vast land of
China.

